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Flip-It Border Instructions

Want to combine your 12 Christmas Jingles into one big, merry project? Here’s how to do it!  We

stitched the entire series together on 32 ct. Amber Linen (Wichelt Imports). Choose whatever

fabric color and count you prefer. Just be sure to select a fabric dark enough for the snowy stuff to

show!

Stitch count for the entire project is 80W x 369H.

The thread list for the project is below. We used one skein of all colors, except for as indicated for

numbers in parentheses.

Weeks Dye Works capri, cayenne, chestnut, grasshopper, grits (3), hunter, juniper, Louisiana hot

sauce (2), mascara, molasses, pecan, peony, sweet potato.

Use our placement graph for placing the 12 designs in the group project. Just find the outermost

stitches on each design, and use those to place the designs in the corresponding boxes. If it’s

helpful, you can draw a box on each Flip-it, maybe in a contrasting color, to identify the “box” for

each design. The FREE design elements are shown on the big graph. These elements will tie every-

thing together.

Begin at the top and work your way down. Don’t worry if you get off a stitch or two. There are a

few empty spaces between each design, so use those to make adjustments and “customize” your

project!

The top portion of the righthand graph is only there to help you continue progressing downward

through the design. (It is a repeat of the bottom portion of lefthand graph).

MERRY STITCHING!



Symbol Weeks Overdyed Thread DMC Anchor

capri 597 1064

grasshopper 580 281

grits 3865 2

juniper 934 862

Louisiana hot sauce 321 403

peony 3712 1023
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